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ABSTRACT
Operational design co-ordination is provided by a Virtual Integration Platform (VIP) that is capable of scheduling and allocating design activities to organisationally and geographically distributed designers. To achieve this, the platform consists of a number of components that contribute to the engineering management and co-ordination of data, resources, activities, requirements and processes. The information required to schedule and allocate activities to designers is defined in terms of: the designers’ capability to perform particular design activities; commitment in terms of the design activities that it is currently performing, and capacity to perform more than one design activity at the same time as well as the effect of increased capacity on capability. Previous approaches have been developed by the authors to automatically allocate resources to activities [1-3], however these approaches have generally been applied either within the context of real-time allocation of computational resources using automated design tools, or in the planning of human resources within future design projects and not for the real-time allocation of activities to a combination of human and computational resources. The procedure presented here is based upon this previous research and involves: the determination of the design activities that need to be undertaken on the basis of the goals that need to be achieved; identification of the resources that can undertake these design activities; and, the use of a genetic algorithm to optimally allocate the activities to the resources. Since the focus of the procedure is toward the real-time allocation of design activities to designers, additional human issues with respect to scheduling are considered. These human issues aspects include: consideration of the improvement in performance as a result of the experience gained from undertaking the activity; provision of a training period to allow inexperienced designers the opportunity to improve their performance without their performance being assessed; and the course of action to take when a designer is either unwilling or unable to perform an activity.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The VIP provides long term benefit to the maritime industry as a whole through the embedding of high technology into the fabric of designing, building and operating the ships of the future. To achieve this required critical technologies of ship systems (such as evacuation and damage stability simulations) to be integrated to ensure the design of safe and reliable transportation of goods and people.

The aim of the project was to create a generic software platform linking design and simulation tools and processes used in the design, production and operation phases of a ship. The VIP consisted of a number of software components that individually contributed to aspects of the management and co-ordination of distributed design. When combined as shown within Figure 1, the components allowed distributed design to be co-ordinated and undertaken, and was subsequently demonstrated with the distributed design of a ROPAX vessel across four countries within Europe over a period of
approximately three months. The processes created to manage this design consisted of 34 activities across six life-phases of the design of a ROPAX. Typically these activities would be enacted within a single shipyard, however the focus of the VRShips project was to allow the design process (and consequently the activities) to be distributed across Europe to take advantage of the expertise that is available. Effective management and enactment of these distributed processes was achieved through the development of the Process Control Tool (PCT) and the linking of this tool to the other components within the VIP.

The PCT allows the definition, management and enactment of life-phase design processes, the definition and scheduling of human and computational resources, and the definition and tracking of product based requirements. Process models consisting of statically defined sequences of interconnected activities may be created, and through the use of the VIP these activities may be mapped to resources to define capability. Real-time enactment of the processes is enabled through the allocation of activities to designers on the basis of their capability irrespective of where they are organisationally or geographically located. The need for such a tool to provide a formalised approach for the coordination of processes and resources is to avoid chaotic behaviour [4], and to ensure that the right activity is performed for the right reason, at the right time [5, 6]. Since the VIP provides an automatic mapping between tools, activities and designers, the PCT is able to reason about the activities that need to be undertaken, the appropriate designers that can undertake them, and the tools to use within the activities. The PCT provides elements of the goal result model, the activity/plan model, and the resources structure within the Design Co-ordination Framework [5].

Consideration was given for the development of the VIP to allow for systematic integration, management and testing of the various technologies to ensure overall design optimisation and product performance, while addressing all the life phases of the ship. The virtual platform consists of: the integration framework; the common model; the virtual environment; the inference engine; the process control tool; the simulation engine; and the performance modelling tool. The process control tool interacts with these components in the following way:

- **Integration framework.** The integration framework delivers a strategy and architecture to guide the integration activities of the common model, virtual environment, inference engine, PCT, design and simulation tools, and performance-modelling tool. To enable this, a communication module was developed enabling XML based messages to be created, sent and processed securely between each of the VIP components.

- **Common model.** The common model is a database that provides a consistent representation of the data defining the ship systems, and holds the basic (and common) geometry and information required by each of the integrated design and simulation tools irrespective of the tools’ native data formats. XML was used as the language to represent the ship-product data, as well as the models of the inference engine and PCT.

- **Virtual environment.** The virtual environment is the interface that enabled designers to interact with the VIP. The virtual environment provides functionality to enable: multiple designers; configuration and use of design and simulation tools; access and visualisation of the common model; querying of data consistency status; enactment of processes, and use of the performance-modelling tool. The virtual environment and the PCT have many interactions to manage logging onto the platform, allocation of activities, notification of activity completion, management of designers, requirements and processes, and communication between designers.

- **Inference engine.** The virtual environment enables designers to communicate and share product data and information through the ability to remotely access, query and modify the common model. The design or simulation tools being integrated commonly have their own local data model, represented either as local files or databases. Changing the data within one tool’s local model may have multiple implications or effects on other tools’ models. The main objective of the inference engine is to maintain the consistency between these various models through the management of change propagation and conflict resolution between multiple designers. The inference engine must manage: dynamic modification to common and local model data; the variation in information requirements, a mapping of the dependencies and relationships between data within the common model; and consistency management and conflict resolution. The inference engine interacts with the PCT in order to enact processes that will maintain consistency of the data within the common model.
Two approaches were developed within the PCT for the allocation of activities to designers which form the basis for the research within this paper:

- **Local allocation.** The approach considers each activity individually prior to enactment and schedules the most appropriate resource on a basis of time for purely computational resources, as well as training and experience for designers.
- **Global allocation.** The approach considers all of the activities that are planned for enactment and schedules the most appropriate resources for each activity on the basis of time only. The hypothesis is that that global approach could result with a reduction in time taken to enact the process assuming that it has selected the optimum mapping between resources and activities.

Section 2 provides an overview of the PCT, whilst Section 3 describes the approaches used for the scheduling of resources, and enactment of activities.

## 2 PROCESS CONTROL TOOL OVERVIEW

The VIP provides co-ordination at both an activity and data level by the PCT and inference engine respectively. The PCT ensures that the right thing is done at the right time for the right reason, whereas the inference engine ensures that the right thing is done with the right information. The aim of these two types of co-ordination is to avoid chaotic behaviour.

Projects may be created within the VIP to represent and manage all of the life-phase design processes, the human and computational resources involved within the design process, the (ship) product data initially provided and generated through the enactment of the processes, and guidance in the form of product-based requirements. The PCT provides interaction between the components of the VIP to allow an activity to be scheduled to a designer at the right point within a process, the provision of the right data to the designer (through interaction with the inference engine), monitoring of the status of the activity such that future activities may be enacted on the basis of the output when the activity is completed. The PCT can simultaneously manage the enactment of multiple processes allocating activities to many distributed designers, which may individually represent different development stages at any level of abstraction.
2.1 Process management
The PCT is capable of managing the construction and enactment of multiple simultaneous processes. The activities within the processes, and the processes themselves may be defined at any level of abstraction and may be used to represent any type of engineering design problem that both requires operational co-ordination, and is based on well-established processes such as the design of large made-to-order products for example. The design processes within the shipbuilding industry are typically well-established and static in nature, and are particularly appropriate for this application. Activities have been defined to provide functionality for: scheduling (default duration and expected start times, resource requirements); process control (connectivity with other activities), and rendering within the user interface (size, colour, location). The use of Object-Oriented Design principles within the development of the PCT enabled the definition of a number of different types of activities that have various process control functionality, as well as enabling additional types of activity to be created in the future to provide alternative functionality or connectivity with the VIP. Inter-connectivity between activities is defined to indicate the sequence that the activities will be enacted within the process – Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Control flow example using different types of activities.](image)

Processes can be can be started, paused, continued, and stopped through interaction with either the virtual environment or inference engine components of the VIP, or through direct interaction with the user interface of the PCT. Since the activities may be dynamically enacted, it is impossible to predict in advance which activities would be running. It is also possible that multiple activities within the same process may be running at the same point in time. The PCT therefore provides management for the activities within a process on the basis of their state of enactment and uses this information to establish whether an activity can be enacted on the basis of the state of the preceding activities as follows:

- past (activities that have been completed)
- present (activities that are currently being enacted)
- future (activities that will be enacted at some point in the future)
- pending (activities that for some reason cannot currently be enacted).

An activity can only be allocated by the PCT to a suitable designer providing that all of the preceding activities have been completed. In Figure 2 for example, the “And” activity below the design activities B, C, and D may only be started once activities B, C and D have been completed. If an activity can’t be enacted due to preceding activities being incomplete, the state of the activity would be changed to “future” and would be checked whenever one of the preceding activities is completed. If an activity cannot be completed due to resource availability issues, the activity’s state is changed to pending, and checked whenever a designer logs onto the VIP. The state of the activities within Figure 2 during...
process enactment is presented within Table 1. The process is considered to be complete when the state of all of the activities is “past”.

As previously mentioned, the processes defined within the PCT are static in nature – the activities and connections within them do not change and would be synonymous with a work-flow model. The activity allocation is however determined dynamically using information relating to the designers’ availability and capabilities. When a designer logs onto the VIP, information regarding the designer in terms of their location is sent to the PCT, which changes the availability status of the designer (as a resource). Since the focus of the VIP was for the application of the distributed co-ordinated design of a ROPAX vessel (or other large made-to-order products), the associated processes are usually well established and static in nature with respect to the definition of the activities and their relationships. Whilst the processes may be static in nature, the actual design work that is undertaken within the processes may differ depending upon the vessel being designed, the customer requirements, or the tools available for example. The PCT does not dictate the specific details of the design activity that needs to be undertaken, since the activities defined within the PCT are generally defined at a level of abstraction higher than this detailed level. The PCT does however allow the inclusion of additional guidance to be propagated through the process. This guidance may for example be provided by a designer early with the process to provide specific details of what has been changed, such that designers performing later activities may take action on the basis of this guidance. This approach provides a general static process definition prior to process enactment that provides high level control support, with the dynamic tailoring through the addition of design guidance during enactment to make the process flexible in terms of the specific design requirements. The action that the scheduled designer chooses to undertake when an activity is allocated is entirely unconstrained by the PCT. The designer is therefore free to interpret the guidance received from the PCT and undertake the activity in whichever way they consider appropriate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process started</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Start Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Activity started</td>
<td>Start Activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR Activity started</td>
<td>Start Activity</td>
<td>OR Activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR Activity completed</td>
<td>OR Activity</td>
<td>Design Activity A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Activity A started</td>
<td>Design Activity A</td>
<td>AND Activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Activity A completed</td>
<td>Design Activity A</td>
<td>AND Activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND Activity started</td>
<td>AND Activity</td>
<td>Design Activity B, C and D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Activity B started</td>
<td>Design Activity B</td>
<td>Design Activity C and D</td>
<td>Design Activity D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Activity D started</td>
<td>Design Activity B, C and D</td>
<td>Design Activity C and D</td>
<td>AND Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Activity A completed</td>
<td>Design Activity A</td>
<td>AND Activity</td>
<td>Design Activity B and C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND Activity completed</td>
<td>AND Activity</td>
<td>Design Activity B, C and D</td>
<td>AND Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR Activity started</td>
<td>AND Activity</td>
<td>XOR Activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR Activity completed</td>
<td>XOR Activity</td>
<td>Start Process B Activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Process B started</td>
<td>XOR Activity</td>
<td>Start Process B Activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Process B completed</td>
<td>Start Process B Activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process completed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When activities are allocated to designers, the PCT provides whatever guidance has been associated with the activity to the resource. When an activity is completed that had guidance to aid the enactment of the activity, the designer that was allocated the activity would be expected to remove the guidance, otherwise it would be further propagated throughout the process. Techniques are being considered to automatically remove guidance once an activity has been completed. Consolidation rules are used by the PCT to determine how guidance should be propagated in the parallel situation where the designer allocated to Design Activity A removes the guidance, but the designers allocated to Design Activities B an C maintain the guidance.

2.2 Requirement management

The PCT is capable of managing product-based requirements and linking these requirements to the process to influence process enactment. The requirements represent the current state of the product
being generated through the management of the processes – Figure 3. The PCT can manage multiple requirements relating to either specific aspects of the product, general aspects across the product, or aspects across multiple products and processes. Requirements have two roles within the PCT: as a measure of the extent to which customer requirements have been satisfied; and to enable the control flow within a process to be directed on the basis of the outcome of the requirement. Through the user interface of the VIP, a designer may get a list of requirements and their states to determine how a project is progressing, and take appropriate action in order to satisfy any of these requirements. Alternatively, requirements may be associated with design activities within the PCT indicating that the activity, once enacted, is expected to contribute to the satisfaction of the requirement. When a designer completes an activity, the associated requirements are displayed within the user interface of the VIP, allowing the designer to indicate which ones have been satisfied. When an activity is completed, the PCT is notified, giving details of the activity, along with requirement and guidance information.

For ROPAX design, the PCT may be managing the enactment of a process that is responsible for designing and evaluating the general arrangement which consists of a number of design and simulation activities, such as defining the compartments, corridors, stairwells and muster stations, and simulating the evacuation for example. Once the general arrangement activity has been completed, the PCT would allocate the evacuation simulation activity to a designer that can undertake it. The requirement might not be satisfied once the simulation is complete if the passengers failed to evacuate the vessel within a predetermine time limit for example, and the designer may subsequently choose to attach guidance stating that the general arrangement appeared to have a bottleneck around one of the stairwells, restricting the movement of the passengers. This guidance would be communicated to the PCT, which would direct process control back to the general arrangement activity, with automatically generated guidance stating that the requirement had failed, as well as the guidance from the designer stating the problem with the stairwell.

2.3 Resource management

A resource management model was created within the PCT providing the following functionality to VIP designers:

- Manage the login administration processes onto the VIP.
- Configure activities and tools to be integrated within the VIP providing a mapping within the PCT of a designer’s capability.
- Allow activities to be allocated to users of the VIP.
- Communication with other designers.

The resource model contains a list of all of the designers that are registered to use the VIP – Figure 4(a). Designer details are provided relating to their name, login, password and email address. Additional contact information may be provided for the designer’s department, company, address and...
Designers are defined within the PCT as having capability (the measured ability to perform an activity) – Figure 4(b), commitments (information related to which activities they are currently undertaking, and have undertaken in the past), and as being project managers. When a new project is created within the PCT, a project manager is associated with it. Information is also modelled with respect to the designer’s IP address which is obtained when the designer logs onto the VIP, and is used for all communication.

Through the VIP user interface, a designer can configure and integrate a design or simulation tool into the VIP, and in doing so, map the use of the tool to an activity within a process contained within the PCT – updating the designer’s capability automatically. The capability defined for each designer allows the VIP to keep track of the number of times that the designer has performed the activity in the past, as well as the associated durations. This information is used within both the local and global scheduling processes. When a designer configures a tool and registers a new capability, the PCT has a provision to allow the activity to be undertaken a number of times during a training period without the activity durations being considered in any subsequent planning. This training period is used within process scheduling to ensure that designers that have configured new capability (which could potentially take a number of undertakings before the designer becomes competent in performing the activity), are not always overlooked in preference for a designer that is more experienced and capable of performing the activity in less time.

To aid accurate scheduling, the PCT also tracks the commitments that a designer has with respect to other activities that it is currently performing. When an activity is allocated to a designer, the PCT adds detail of the commitment to the information contained about the designer, which remains there until the designer has completed the activity.

3 RESOURCE SCHEDULING

The PCT manages the real-time enactment of processes through interaction with the VIP to allocate activities to designers. When a designer logs onto the VIP, the PCT authenticates the login and password controlling access to the platform. In order to provide efficient operational co-ordinate, the PCT is required to ensure that the most appropriate designers are scheduled for the activities. The PCT is capable of managing multiple processes each containing thousands of activities, as well as multiple designers logged onto the VIP each capable of performing various different subsets of the complete range of activities to various degrees of efficiency. The enactment of processes is also dynamic, with the PCT having the ability to co-ordinate the real-time enactment of all of the processes within a project simultaneously.

Two separate approaches have been implemented within the process control tool to determine the most appropriate designer to perform any particular activity: local and global scheduling. The PCT can be easily configured to use either of the two approaches with each approach having the benefits and shortcomings as described within the following sections.
3.1 Local scheduling

The local scheduling approach determines the most appropriate designer to allocate an activity to according to the sequence of enactment. When an activity requires scheduling, the PCT queries the resource model and generates two lists of designers that are capable of performing the activity. The first list represents designers that have completed the training period for the activity (and are therefore assumed to be competent), and the second list represents the designers that are within their training period for that activity. The lists are ranked using information relating to how much time each designer expects to undertake the activity. Bias is always given towards designers that are within the training or “probationary” period for the activity for two reasons: it gives all designers the possibility of becoming more competent; and it ensures that the scheduling algorithm does not always allocate the most efficient designer to an activity, without at least giving newly capable designers the opportunity to improve their efficiency. If more than one designer is within the “in training” list, the designer is chosen at random, whereas the most efficient designer is always selected from the “trained” list.

The PCT uses information relating to the designers’ capabilities and commitments to determine the expected duration for the activity. Using information of the durations taken for the designer to undertake the activity in the past, a moving average is firstly used to extrapolate an expected duration for the activity. Consideration is then given to the other activities that the designer is currently committed to undertaking (that have already been allocated) and their expected completion times. It is assumed that if a designer is committed to undertaking two activities, and is potentially being scheduled to undertake a third activity, that the designer will multi-task – spending an equal time on each activity, and not devote 100% of their effort on the third activity and ignore the first two activities. The PCT therefore assumes that three simultaneous one-hour activities would each take three hours to undertake. This assumption is necessary without direct negotiation with the designer and the need for the assumption is more apparent when performing scheduling across multiple processes. Finally, consideration is given when estimating the duration of the activity to be allocated on the anticipated completion times of other commitments, which may be completed before the end of the new activity, and will also have their durations affected by the new activity.

The PCT may however fail to locate an appropriate designer for the following reasons: there are no designers currently online that can perform the activity; or there are no designers that can perform the activity. The control of the process is managed in these circumstances by the “Email Offline Resources”, “Allocate to Managers”, and “Bypass” control options – Figure 5. If an appropriate online designer could not be identified, and the “Email Offline Resources” option was checked, the PCT would generate a designer list for offline designers. The most appropriate offline designer would be selected, and the PCT would automatically send an email to the designer’s email address to inform that they have been scheduled for an activity, and request that the designer logs onto the VIP. The PCT would pause the activity and change its state to “pending”. When the scheduled designer, or any other designer that was capable of undertaking the activity, next logged onto the platform, the PCT would automatically re-start and allocate the activity.

![Figure 5. Resource allocation configuration dialog.](image)

If the “Email Offline Resources” option was not checked, and the “Allocate to Managers” option was checked, the PCT would allocate the activity to one of the project managers, which would be selected at random if more than one existed. Alternatively, if the “Bypass” option were checked, the PCT
would step over the activity and carry on with the following activities. If neither of the above options were checked, the PCT would pause the activity and change the state to pending. Providing these different options ensures that the PCT never reaches an activity that it has no rules to manage. When an appropriate designer is scheduled, the PCT communicates with the designer to allocate the activity. The PCT determines the time-spent by the designer undertaking the activity taking into account the other commitments. There can be no guarantee however that the most appropriate designer for each individual activity, would also be the most appropriate designer when considered from a global perspective. This approach, cannot guarantee an optimum process lead-time, however it does provide additional functionality for managing activities that cannot be allocated, and for improving the designers' efficiency through a training period. The approach may however be improved by determining the most appropriate designers for the future activities which would produce an optimum lead-time with respect to all of the activities that are currently being enacted (ignoring future activities) at any point in time.

3.2 Global scheduling
For global scheduling, the PCT considers the requirements of all of the activities within all of the active processes simultaneously with the aim of minimising the lead-time. When scheduling multiple processes, the PCT automatically generates a new schedule (for all active processes) whenever it attempts to start an activity that is not currently within its schedule. The schedule represents a mapping between each of the activities that require performing, the designers that will perform them, and the time period in which the activity would be performed.
A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used to enable the optimisation of the schedule. The GA initially creates a population representing a number of plans, which consist of a randomly generated sequence of activities for each process. A schedule model is then used to select the most appropriate designer for each activity within this random sequence. The global scheduling approach does not consider whether the designer is currently online, since it may be scheduling a designer for an activity many days into the future, and would therefore not know whether the designer would be online at the time that the activity is due to be enacted. It also makes no consideration for bypassing activities – any activity that cannot be allocated to a capable designer, would be allocated to a project manager. The designers are selected using a similar basis as the approach used for local scheduling, with the exception that consideration needs to be given to the fact that the activities are not to be enacted immediately (as is assumed within local scheduling), they will be enacted some time within the future. Consideration therefore needs to be given for a designer's future commitments when determining the expected activity duration.
The schedule provides an evaluation of the plans for each process and produces an estimate for the combined lead-time of all of the processes. The GA uses conventional techniques such as selection, crossover and mutation, over a number of generations in order to refine the plans and generate a schedule that has a near-optimum allocation of activities to designers with respect to process lead-time.
Global scheduling is a dynamic approach, reacting to the changing process demands, as well as simultaneously considering the most appropriate designers in order to minimise the lead-times of all of the active processes. Whenever an activity is completed, the scheduled designer is removed from the schedule, in order that if the activity were to be repeated due to iteration for example, the scheduling procedure would be repeated and therefore not use the same previously scheduled designer (which may no longer be optimal). A shortcoming of this approach is that the scheduling algorithm does not consider the availability of designers during working hours, which is compounded by the fact that the designers may be distributed across various time-zones, as well as the possible variation in the schedule and potential un-availability of a scheduled designer some time the future. These issues could however be addressed by continually assessing the deviation from the schedule and re-scheduling when the deviation exceeds pre-defined limits [1].

CONCLUSION
A Virtual Integration Platform (VIP) is described from the context of process, activity and resource management for the scheduling of activities to designers distributed across Europe for the life-phase design and simulation of a ROPAX vessel. Two co-ordination components are integrated within the VIP for the co-ordination of data using an inference engine, and for the co-ordination of processes
using the Process Control Tool (PCT). The PCT allows activities within process models to be allocated to designers of the platform irrespective of the physical or virtual location of the designer. Monitoring is provided to check the status of the activity, and allow the associated process to be co-ordinated in an efficient and effective manner. The efficiency is achieved through the choice of two different approaches for the selection of appropriate designers: local and global scheduling. The strengths and weakness of these two approaches within the context of the PCT are summarised as follows:

- **Local scheduling** considers the most appropriate designer to perform an activity on an activity-by-activity basis. When an activity is due to be started, the local scheduling approach selects a designer on the basis of time, and whether the designer is currently within a training or “probationary” period. This approach allows designers that may not have had previous experience in performing activities to be considered, rather than being neglected in favour of more experienced designers that may perform the activity in less time. If no probationary designers exist, the approach automatically adopts the designer that can perform the activity in the least time as calculated through extrapolation of previous task durations for that designer. Consideration is given to the affect on the duration of other activity commitments that the designer may have. Other than the individual commitments of the designer, the approach does not consider any of the other activities that require scheduling either in parallel or in the future. The approach therefore provides no consideration of the critical path, and cannot guarantee an optimal mapping of activities to designers.

- **Global scheduling** considers all of the activities that may require enactment, and attempts to optimise the mapping of designers to activities on the basis of minimising lead time. The outcome of global scheduling would therefore result in consideration of the critical path of all of the processes that are currently active. The mapping between activities and designers is generated for all future activities, whenever the schedule does not contain a mapping between a designer and an activity. This re-scheduling occurs whenever a new process is started, or when re-iteration occurs within a process since it cannot be assumed that the previous optimum mapping of designers to activities remains optimum. No consideration is given for probationary designers since the optimisation uses the single objective of time. Consequently, the designer that is expected to perform the activity within the least time will always be chosen in a like-for-like situation over an in-experienced designer. Despite considering concurrent future commitments of designers, the global scheduling approach assumes that the designers will be available at the point when the activity would be allocated. Due to the dynamic nature of designers’ working lives, this assumption may quickly result with a schedule that is no longer optimum.

Since the scheduling process is performed automatically by the PCT, additional measures are available for reacting to situations where no designers may be identified that could be allocated the activity including: emailing off-line designers and requesting that they log onto the VIP; allocating the activity to a manager within the project; or bypassing the activity completely.

The CAD Centre is currently involved within a number of projects that aim to build upon various aspects of the VIP and add functionality to further develop resource scheduling and other distributed collaborative aspects such as decision support for example. These projects are: Network Enabled Capability Through Innovative Systems Engineering (NECTISE – funded by EPSRC and BAE Systems), The Virtual Tank Utility in Europe (VIRTUE – funded by EU), and Design, Operation and Regulation for Safety (SAFEDOR – funded by EU). Each project is a collaborative endeavour, with the number of partners varying from 11, to over 70. VIRTUE will for example manage multiple projects consisting of either the same, similar or different processes, with multiple users working across these projects adding another layer of complexity to the co-ordination within the PCT. The SAFEDOR project aims to link risk prevention/reduction to ship performance and cost, whilst treating safety as a life-cycle issue and design objective. The focus is therefore towards risk-based operation and the need for risk-based regulations within an integrated risk-based design framework. From an integration viewpoint, the emphasis is towards the effective co-ordination of data between data users, due to the less formalised nature of the risk-based design process. However there is still a requirement to manage the allocation of activities to resources to ensure propagation of change and data consistency, albeit on a more ad-hoc basis. Design tools as well as Performance, Earnings, Risk
and Cost (PERC) analysis tools will be wrapped in a similar approach to that adopted within the VIP, as well as VIRTUE, and form the basis for distributed collaborative risk-based design.
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